Communication & Education Report OFNZ 2022
Goals
Membership Communication Goals - What We Want for Ourselves





A recognised NZ organic producer group that supplies the domestic market
A culture of transparency and trust
Members who are supported to achieve their business goals
An organisation capable of setting organic production targets for NZ’s
domestic organic market and achieving them

Public Communication Goals - How We Wish to Be Experienced by
Others





A
A
A
A

high integrity brand
known authority on grass roots organic production
friendly, approachable “tribe” that others want to join
significant player in NZ’s food resilience plans

OFNZ in 2022- snapshot
OFNZ in 2022 is a membership-based group of organic producers, processors and
retailers. Its 130 members operate from Northland to Southland. Growers range in
size from urban demonstration gardens to producers of large commercial tonnages.

OFNZ offers its members












A mentored four-year programme to recognised organic grower status
Ongoing low cost organic certification services
Exclusive use of its branding materials
A choice of individual or group certification
Access to knowledgeable auditors and certification managers
Exclusive access to online resources for its organic growers
Collegial support for members who choose group certification
Strong political advocacy
Food Act Registration
Demeter Audits
Auditor training to approved individuals

Organisation is at a crossroad
OFNZ is an Incorporated Society and registered with the NZ Charities Commission. It
is in urgent need of revitalisation having outgrown its constitution and recently
experienced a change of leadership. Central government change to the laws on
organic food production and the rules of incorporated societies has sparked a need
to rethink its size, shape and very purpose.
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Governance, Representation and Management
Governance and regional representation are blurred in the existing structure. Day to
day administration is contracted. Currently there is a co-chair and the office
administrator performing secretarial duties. A paid administrator is contracted for
up to 7.5 hours per week. Office holders are elected by the NCC.
OFNZ regional representation was originally based on local government political
boundaries. This made sense 20 years ago when regional authorities were created
with broad legal remits to ensure the health of NZ’s waterways, sustainable land
use and healthy urban and rural environments. For soe of the regions this structure
gave OFNZ regional bodies access to regional money and encouraged political
support for land use protection for organic farming.

Today’s Structure – Nine recognised branches.
Branch

Members

Northland/
Auckland*
Coromandel/
Waikato *
Bay of Plenty
Wairarapa Pod

8

30 plus
1pod,

Jenny Lux
Claire Bleakley

Hawkes Bay,
Gisborne
Wairarapa

11 +5 joining
3 + 2 joining
3 + 1 extra
property
I
All
individuals
18 + 8 in
process
nil

Marion Thomson
(co chair)

Other
(Individuals)

Manawatu/
Whanganui/
Taranaki
South West North
Island
Canterbury/
Nelson/West Coast*
Otago/ Southland *

NCC
Representati
ve

yes

Yes/yes

yes

Yes/yes

yes
No
/SouthWest
Yes/

Yes/yes
SWNI

nil

No

No/ yes Taranaki

22

Barbara Harford
(co- chair)

Yes

Yes/Taranaki

13
individuals
8

Alvina Murphy

yes

Yes/Canterbury

Valda Muller

yes

Yes/Waikato

19 (all pods)

Brendan Hoare

Certificati
CM/Auditor
on
Committee

Paula Allen

Yes/ co opted
auditor/BOP/Tara
naki

119
plus 8 in
process (HB /
Gisborne)
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*Incorporated Societies as previously required by Constitution
In 2022 Otago, Canterbury, Waikato and Auckland and Far North are incorporated
societies as previously required by the constitution. Southwest North Island, Bay of
Plenty, Hawkes Bay / Gisborne and Wairarapa are not incorporated societies or
registered charities.
Four regions (Bay of Plenty, Waikato, South West North Island and Hawkes Bay/
Gisborne) and four NCC members represent 89 + members while the other 4 NCC
representatives unevenly represent 30 members. Wairarapa region does not meet
the constitutional requirement for representation – neither having the ability to
support either a Certification Manager or a Certification Committee. Taranaki is not
represented on NCC as there are no members in that region.
Consecutive AGM’S have recommended the formation of a restructured national
group. This will require considerable trust building, additional funds, and clearly
communicated benefit especially to the larger branches.

Working Party Activity in 2022
The Communication and Education Working Party has taken much of the year to
reach a stable membership. Initial chair Caroline Rose sadly has stepped down from
her OFNZ roles at both branch and national levels in response to health challenges.
The group now comprises Paula Allen, Alvina Murphy, Marion Thomson and Valda
Muller. Both Paula and Valda have needed to be on boarded as new to NCC this
year. This has involved sessions with National Office on the communication
protocols NCC uses and its preferred technologies.

Communicating to the Regions
Attempts to improve the speed and effectiveness of two-way communication
between the regions and the NCC are a work in progress. Currently members are
receiving two direct monthly communications as well as online access to NCC
minutes and all tabled reports. We will continue to trial the effectiveness of this in
2022/23.
NCC’s monthly meeting is being followed by a customised regional report (The
Rundown) from all reps to their members. All producers are being emailed a
monthly ezine by National Office (OFNZ Newsletter) that includes a member profile,
links to sector wide news, event notifications, opportunities, seasonal issues, and a
link to the latest ratified set of NCC minutes.

Education
Membership education is being discussed and the working party hopes to offer its
thoughts to NCC in the form of a report later in the year.
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A Climate of Uncertainty
Much of the year has been uncertain with little feedback from MPI about the
progress of the Organic Products Bill. This coupled with changes to the law in
relation to Incorporated Societies means that the legal frameworks within which
OFNZ operates is in flux.
OFNZ is responding to this with its own member consultation and constitutional
review. These will both feature in AGM reports. Communication and education
strategies should naturally fall out of these reports.
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Operational Working Group report to AGM
The work of the Operational Working Group has included 1. Investigate and construct a Database for OFNZ to replace the current
Google Docs arrangement.
A database has been developed by Fuzion – Pete Davis - member of SWNI.
This has been and is being trialled by the members of SWNI. Members
using the database are paying a nominal amount to continue to use and
trial this database. However, as far as a national OFNZ rollout of this
system the project has come to a standstill due to the need to seek
funding to be able to pay for the development costs and for further use
outside of the SWNI region. Discussions with the Organic Team at MPI
have made it clear that it is probably not worth the investment for OFNZ
to pursue further development of our own database as the new Organic
Products Bill, Standards and processes for application for Organic
Certification will most definitely include an electronic Organic
Management Plan (OMP) template that will be developed internally by MPI
and will be compatible with other MPI requirements – ie The Food Act, The
Wine Act and the Animal Products Act. As the process of the Government
Regulations proceeds and consultation with the Organic Sector will no
doubt bring greater clarity and more details as we move through the next
3 years.
2. Use of Logo guidelines – many of our processors and other members have
asked for guidelines for the use of the OFNZ logo. This is a project that
Barbara has been working on. Barbara is a professional designer and has
brought her knowledge and skill to develop very simple guidelines for the
use of the logo including a logo that stands outside of the normal square
format.
3. Developing a TOR for the Technical Committee. This has been a process
over a number of months. The rationale is to formalise a technical
committee. It is very important that there is a good process for dealing
with questions of a technical nature within OFNZ and that these decisions
are recorded and able to be retrieved and are accessible to members.
Currently we have a draft document that has been authored by Jenny and
Jon Russell with input from Barbara and is now under review by Jim
Bennett and John Palmer. Jim and John form part of the existing
arrangement which is not a formalised committee. NCC wish this to be a
formalised committee which reports to NCC.
4. Auditor Training – John Palmer. It has been necessary for a review of the
auditor training situation due to a resignation and new applications to
become auditors. John Palmer is considered to be our senior auditor and
has assisted with this process to refine our internal auditor training. We
welcome Jon Russell, (Waikato), and Peter Linklater (Otago) as new
auditors in their regions.

5. Compliance and Operational Manual review. This body of work is still in
process. John Palmer has done a review of the Compliance Manual. This
will be a body of work as we go forward to combine our existing
documents into a Quality Management Plan for OFNZ.
6. Supermarket Access – this is project that Jim Bennett has been working on
to get access for OFNZ members to the supermarkets. At this stage it is
still work in progress.

Refresh

Group Interview
Results &
Next Steps
OFNZ AGM
August 2022

From the results of our ‘Refresh Survey’ in May,
the NCC undertook five (5) ‘Group Interviews’ to
find out more from our membership…a bit of a
deep dive.

Overview

The five groups we identified were:
i) Growers aged under 45 years old
ii) Auditors and Certification Managers
iii) Individually certified members
iv) Successful Regions
v) Those leaving (actual or thinking of)

The semi- structured 1-hour discussions were based off three
critical questions:
i) What is your vision?
ii) What is the most important thing we must really
focus on?
iii) What are your biggest needs / things to do / next
steps?

Overview cont

A written record of the interview’s were shared, summarised and
analysed by the working group members.

These help give us a clear direction forward.
The following is a summary of the results and conclusions.

Overall:
everyone
asked for
greater

•
•
•
•
•

Consistency
Clarity
Cohesiveness
Logical approach
Standardisation

There was a very positive atmosphere across
all interviews and people said they had a
positive experience

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Enable younger
members to make
a difference
by involving them, and
ensuring genuine stories
are told widely about
their livelihoods, their
values associated with
being certified organic
with OFNZ, and how this
is making a difference.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will:

Focus on going
digital with our
approach, process,
communications
and marketing
with a simple and elegant
design to support
members and impress
consumers.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Make OFNZ
certification more
accessible and
recognisable.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Focus on
undertaking an
extensive brand
identity exercise
We will be known for
being a cohesive,
transparent, trustworthy
organisation that
operates in an honest and
supportive environment
for new and existing
members and the
consumers we serve.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Standardise our
processes and
provide professional
development
for key OFNZ decision
makers. We will do this
with the help of others.
As a result, members,
consumers and MPI will
recognise us for being
organised, with trusted,
nation-wide, consistent
decision-making
processes.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Educate, inform and
take everyone with us
on this journey –
including PODs &
individual members
We will design, build and
deliver with our members
and key stakeholders to get
agreement on steps in our
action plan, take them
together in a consistent
manner, with good
communication at all stages.
Our processes are uniform,
accessible, national and
aligned with MPI’s emerging
process – which we will
influence.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Create a strong
national CM and
auditor network
that supports and is
supported by the
leadership team.
Together, local education
and technical help in
growing and marketing of
produce will be
developed.

From
listening to
your voices
OFNZ will

Develop a new
Constitution
to ensure that our
organisation’s refreshed
purpose, brand,
governance structure and
operational structures
and systems are properly
set

Action Plan – next steps
We propose to use existing allocating budget to make immediate starts on key
actions and use this to enhance our proposal and demonstrate action.

Action

When

1. Working group conclude findings, conclusions and actions

Monday 15 Aug

2. Finalise adjustments and prepare in PowerPoint format

Tuesday 16 Aug

3. Present to NCC and get their buy-in agree to any changes

Tuesday 16 Aug

4. Present AGM and get their approval – sign off

Saturday 20 Aug

5. Engage with key stakeholders – including MPI secure agreed seed funding

Mid November

6. Develop full proposal and action plan – requires full funding

End December

Questions?

Constitution Review 2022/23

Our Constitution has to
change…
…for more reasons than one.

Transparency & Accountability
The NZ Incorporated Societies Act
1908 was designed for simpler times.

Timeline

In 2013 the NZ Law Society asked for
change.
In 2022 a new law has been passed
and OFNZ has to comply.

10/2023 - 04/2026

to future proof

This is an
opportunity

to think forward
to create a visionary
framework

The Team
Refresh and Constitution Working Group Members

Marion Thomson

Brendan Hoare

Jenny Lux

Paula Allen

Helped found OFNZ.

Part of leadership group
‘Refresh OFNZ’

Communications strategist
for OFNZ’s NCC.

Current Co-Chair of OFNZ

Help found OFNZ. Part of
leadership group
‘Refresh OFNZ’

Hawkes Bay and Gisborne
representative.

Currently representing
Auckland on NCC.

Bay of Plenty
representative on NCC.

Representing Waikato on
NCC.

Refresh OFNZ
Member surveys
& interviews
55 survey respondents (41%)
5 interviews, 23 participants

We need to know
WHY we exist and
WHAT we want to
achieve, to know
HOW to write a lasting
Constitution.

The Process
Where we are in the process and what’s left to tackle

November 2022

August 2022
Refresh OFNZ Report to
AGM

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Possible SGM for any
interim decisions/changes

Aug

Sept

Mar 2023
New OFNZ
Constitution draft for
member comment.

April/May 2023
Revised Constitution regional discussions

Oct

Nov

Dec

June/July 2023

October 2023

New constitution formally notiﬁed
for 2023 AGM ratiﬁcation

New constitution comes
into effect.

Summary

A new constitution will clarify
the purpose & function of OFNZ
into the future and the best
structure to support that future.

Clear, comprehensive & compliant
Avoiding Ad Hoc
Piecemeal change is
not the preferred option
for NCC

Using the Tools
We are using online
government backed
tools to help draft

Keeping it Legal
We have budgeted for
legal fees

If it gets complicated?
We have time.

